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Artificial skin, which mimics the functions of natural skin, will be very important in the future for robots
used by humans in daily life. However, combining skin’s pressure sensitivity and mechanical self-healing
properties in a man-made material remains a challenging task. Here, we show that graphene and polymers
can be integrated into a thin film which mimics both the mechanical self-healing and pressure sensitivity
behavior of natural skin without any external power supply. Its ultimate strain and tensile strength are even
two and ten times larger than the corresponding values of human skin, respectively. It also demonstrates
highly stable sensitivity to a very light touch (0.02 kPa), even in bending or stretching states.

T
he skin is the largest organ in the human body. It is mechanically self-healing and can provide a variable
degree of touch sensitivity. It is widely accepted that artificial skin, which mimics the functions of natural
skin, will be very important in the future for robots used by humans in daily life for numerous applications.

Thus, the development of a thin film material that is flexible and stretchable1–4, sensitive enough to perceive
touch1,2,5–8, and yet able to heal itself following damage9,10 is in high demand in robotic applications. However,
combining these properties remains a challenging task: (1) significant progress was made in previous works
toward the development of an electronic skin, or pressure sensor, using a variety of materials and physical
concepts based on semiconductor technology, but semiconductors lack the capability of emulating the sensitivity
and mechanical self-healing ability of natural skin1–3,5–8, and (2) artificial self-healing skins have been prepared
based on various polymers, but those soft materials are not pressure-sensitive or mechanically strong4,9–12. Very
recently, Bao and colleagues reported an electrically and mechanically self-healing composite material with
pressure-sensitive properties13. However, the material demonstrated very low tensile strength (1 MPa, one order
of magnitude lower than that of natural human skin14) and required an external power supply to demonstrate
pressure sensitivity, which is very different to the behavior of real human skin and will limit its potential use in
many applications.

Here, we present the first self-healing, mechanically strong and stretchable, self-activated pressure-sensing
(abbreviated hereinafter as 5S) device nanostructure. The structure consists of piezoelectric and electrically
conductive layers with a healing substrate (see Fig. 1a). The most important component of our material design
is the microstructuring of the strong and stretchable electrically self-healing electrode films. In this work, we used
a poly(N,N-dimethylacrylamide)-poly(vinyl alcohol)/reduced graphene oxide (PDMAA-PVA/rGO) hybrid as
the electrode film. Graphene sheets, because of their mechanical properties and high electrical conductivity, have
recently drawn great interest as new nanoscale building blocks to be used to create uniquemacroscopic materials,
such as mechanically strong and highly conductive graphene films15–18. However, the ultimate strain of graphene
films is only about 0.9%, indicating poor tensile behavior15. Liao and coworkers prepared polymer/graphene
composite films through the self-assembly of PVA-coated graphene oxide (GO) sheets and subsequent reduction
with hydrogen iodide (HI)19. The ultimate strain of the sheets produced is 2.67%, but this value is still much lower
than that of natural human skin (varies from about 35 to 115%with the mean value declines linearly from 75% at
birth to 60% at 90 years with)20. Very recently, integration of graphene sheets into three-dimensional (3D)
macroscopic structures (e.g., porous scaffolds) has attracted considerable attention as an essential step in explora-
tion of the advanced properties of individual 2D graphene sheets for practical applications17,21–25. In our case,
preparing flexible and porous graphene foams with interconnected 3D networks is a practical way to help us
obtain strong and stretchable electrically self-healing thin films, for the following two reasons: (1) the porous
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structure of graphene foams provides higher ultimate strain than
graphene films (ref. 26 and Supplementary Fig. S1), and (2) both
strengthening and self-healing of 3D graphene materials can be
achieved by cross-linking PDMAA chains on the graphene networks,
according to our own previous work23. Therefore, a 3D PVA/rGO
film with interpenetrating PDMAAwas used as a strong and stretch-
able electrically self-healing electrode film in this work. Finally, we
prepared self-healing pressure-sensitive hybrid films with electro-
spun piezoelectric poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) nanofibers
sandwiched between PDMAA-PVA/rGOs. As we know, b-phase
PVDF generates an electrical charge when pressure is applied27–29.
Combined with outstanding mechanical properties and self-healing
abilities of the hybrid films, the pressure sensitivity makes these thin
film materials promising candidates for artificial skin applications.

Results
Fig. 1b–e show cross-sectional field emission scanning electron
microscope (FESEM) images of the 5S film. As shown in Fig. 1b
and c, the interpenetration of the PDMAA chains leads to a much
smoother surface on the inner and outer walls of the 3D graphene
networks, when compared to the PVA/rGO porous films (see
Supplementary Fig. S2). Interestingly, after treatment with PDM-
AA, the electrical conductivity of the conductive layer is not remark-
ably reduced (themeanmeasured value decreases from 12.5 to 11.2 S
m21), which supports the nanostructure’s ability to transmit elec-
trical signals for the sensor application in this work. We also found
that the combination of the conductive and piezoelectric layers is
strong. As shown in Fig. 1f and in Supplementary Fig. S3 (control
sample), they stand together as a flexible hybrid film and can hardly
be peeled off each other without destroying the individual layers.
This is mainly attributed to the solid connection between the PVA/
rGOporous film and the PVDFnanofibers. Fig. 1d and e clearly show

that PVA/rGO-PVDF junctions were formed at the boundary sur-
faces of the two functional layers (more junctions are shown in
Supplementary Fig. S4). According to previous studies, PVA is mis-
cible with PVDF, and a high degree of intermolecular interaction
occurs between the PVDF and PVA chains30,31. Also, we observed
that without PVA, the PVDF nanofibers would not attach to a pure
rGO film.We therefore suggest that the selection of the two polymers
is crucial to the structure as a whole.
The surface chemistry of the 5S films was studied through their

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and Raman spectra. Detailed
results are shown in the Supplementary Information (see Supple-
mentary Figs. S5 and S6). Both the reduction of GO and the adsorp-
tion of the polymer chains are confirmed by the FTIR and Raman
results, according to our previously reported work23.
More interestingly, the 5S films demonstrate electrically and

mechanically self-healing behavior. Fig. 2a depicts a typical electrical
healing process. A flake of the film was cut into two pieces, but the
electrical conductivity of the flake returned to almost its initial value
as soon as the two pieces were brought back into contact (see Fig. 2a1
and Supplementary Fig. S7). A battery-powered light emitting diode
lighting circuit was also constructed to further demonstrate the po-
tential of electrical self-healing for electronic circuits. It should be
noted that at this stage, the opposing halves of the film samples were
not self-supporting. However, after the film samples had been placed
at room temperature in air for 12 h, the film became self-supporting
and its ultimate strain and tensile strength recovered almost com-
pletely (Fig. 2b1–4). The mean experimentally determined ultimate
strain of the 5S film over repeated measurements of each sample is
207%, which is the best result ever reported for graphene-based films.
Also, the film’s mean tensile strength is 91 MPa. These values of
ultimate strain and tensile strength are approximately two and ten
times larger than those of natural human skin, respectively14.

Figure 1 | The morphologies of the hybrid film. (a) Schematic of the 5S film and its pressure sensitivity. Pressures are induced upon the film, and

this system detects the total force on the film. (b–e) Cross-sectional FESEM images of the 5S film, showing microscopic structures of the boundary

between the two functional layers (b), (d) and (e), and the electrode layer alone (c). Scale bars: 30 mm, 5 mm, 3 mm and 500 nm, respectively.

(f) Photographs of (1) the hybrid film and (2) the peeled sample. Scale bars: 2 cm.
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However, we found that the conductivity of the 5S film immedi-
ately decreased to zero when it reached the ultimate tensile strength
(Fig. 2b1). This can be explained using the FESEM results shown in
Fig. 2b5 and 2b6. During the tensile process, as the film is being
stretched, the film’s pores tend to close and form a strong graph-
ite-like microstructure (Fig. 2b5). When the conductive PVA/rGO
compact layers fracture further, and the 5S film starts to lose its
conductivity, the whole structure is then only connected by the PD-
MAA molecules, and thus the stress gradually decreases. Haraguchi
and coworkers reported that nanoclay-crosslinked PDMAA hydro-
gels demonstrate self-healing behavior32. In our work, we found that
the PDMAApolymer without the structural water and crosslinkers is
also self-healing, is even stronger and can recover its shape after
deformation (see Supplementary Fig. S8 and Video 1). According
to Haraguchi’s theory, the macroscopic self-healing of our nanohy-
brid thin films mainly arises from reconstruction of the network at
the interface due to mutual diffusion of PDMAA chains (Supple-
mentary Fig. S9) and their subsequent hydrogen-bonding-driven
interactions with each other32. Because of the unique properties of
the PDMAA component, we observed that the stretched 5S film
could shrink back to its initial length, and the closed pores in the
film are found to open again to recover its 3D porous structure
(Fig. 2b6). This reversible stretching process of 5S film is close to
the behavior of natural skin. Meanwhile, the re-stacking of the
fractured PVA/rGO sheets also leads to the recovery of the

conductivity (see Supplementary Fig. S10 and the dotted lines in
Fig. 2b1).
Fig. 2c presents the indentation stress-strain curves of the thin film

samples. The force-displacement data were processed to determine
the elastic properties and breaking stress of free-standing films. The
films were probed by indenting the center of each film with a poly-
tetrafluoroethylene cantilever with a tip radius of 0.72 mm (Fig. 2c,
inset). It was found that the indentation strain of the graphene-based
film was improved remarkably by the interpenetrating polymer
chains. The mean experimentally determined indentation strength
and strain of the 5S film are as high as 3.3 MPa and 2.1%, respect-
ively, which is around 13 and 15 times greater than those of the
well-known mechanically strong and compact rGO film. After self-
healing of the indentation damage, the indentation strain of the
healed 5S film measured at the same spot recovers completely, but
the mean indentation strength only recovers to 0.76 MPa, which is
23% of the initial value. This is probably due to less efficient recovery
at the damaged area in indentation test compared to that in tensile
test. However, the value is still 163% higher than that of the rGO
sample. The results show that the device does not crack under a large
pressure. In the potential artificial skin application, human bodies
and robots will benefit from such protection.
The pressure sensitivity of the 5S films was tested using a Keithley

2400 Source Meter at room temperature. The Source Meter was only
used tomeasure the output voltage of the 5S films, rather than act as a

Figure 2 | Electrical and mechanical self-healing behaviors of the hybrid film. (a) Electrically self-healing behavior characteristics of the 5S film.

Error bars are the s.d. calculated from repeated measurements. (b) Mechanically self-healing behavior and corresponding conductivity changes of the 5S

film, where the full and dotted lines correspond to the stress-strain and conductivity curves, respectively; we used multi-layered 5S films to clearly

demonstrate the healing process in photographs (2)–(4); the FESEM images in (5) and (6) correspond to the% andD states in (1), respectively. Scale bars:

2 mm and 5 mm, respectively. (c) Indentation loading curves of different samples; the inset shows a schematic of the indentation on the suspended film

samples.
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power source. Fig. 3a–d show a series of output curves as a function of
external pressure. The sharp positive and negative peaks in the curves
in Fig. 3a–c correspond to the pressure and release processes, respect-
ively. The 5S films exhibit high sensitivity in low-pressure regimes
(P 5 0.02–20 kPa). The maximum output voltage increased from
0.05 to 0.42 V with increasing the applied pressure from 0.02 to
20 kPa. The output voltage is high enough for sensor applica-
tions33,34. Under larger pressures (20 to 200 kPa), the maximum out-
put voltage could further increase to around 2 V (Supplementary Fig.
S11). We also measured the output of the 5S film under an applied
pressure of 0.02 kPa with a reverse connection to the external circuit.
Typically, the value remained roughly the same at 0.05 V, but
the polarity was reversed (Supplementary Fig. S12), indicating that
the measured signals were generated by the 5S film rather than the
measurement system35,36.
The pressure sensitivity of a 5S film that healed from being cut was

also studied. The pressure dependence of the output voltage of the
original and healed films is shown in Fig. 3d. The two curves are well
matched, demonstrating that the pressure sensitivity of the 5S films
can recover completely after the self-healing process, which is mainly
due to that the structure of PVDF layer returns (Supplementary Fig.
S10) and, more importantly, the PVDF layer generates an electrical
charge despite being discontinued following damage, while the elec-
trode genuinely heals.
Next, we examined the output voltage values at different applied

pressures when the films were bent or stretched. Fig. 3e shows the
normalized change in the voltage, DV/V0, where DV5 V0–VB; and
VB and V0 are the mean voltages for the bent and original (i.e. radius
of curvature is infinity) films at different applied pressures, respect-
ively, as a function of the bending radius. Clearly, the output voltage
shows minimal change on bending with DV/V0, 7% for a radius of
curvature of 2.5 mm. Similarly, under stretching conditions, the out-
put voltage also exhibits minimal change, with DV/V0 , 8% for an
ultimate strain of 10%, where DV 5 V0–VS; and VS and V0 are the

voltages at different applied pressures for the stretched and original
(i.e. ultimate strain is zero) states, respectively (Fig. 3f). Furthermore,
an increase in strain results a more obviously linear-like increase in
DV/V0, compared to the graph trend with increasing bending radius
(see Fig. 3e, f, and Supplementary Fig. S14). It could be mainly due to
that the deformations of stretched and bent film are distinguished:
the film is compressed along the vertical direction of the tensile stress
axial line in stretching, while opposite effects occurred at two sides of
the film in bending (when the film is bent, one side is stretched while
the other is compressed). As a result of which the total pre-
compression (before pressure) of stretching sample was greater than
that of bending one, leading tomore obviouslyDV/V0 changes under
pressure.

Discussion
Wehave demonstrated a strong and stretchable self-healing thin film
material with self-activated pressure sensitivity. This work differs
from that of other groups who focus on sensitivity37, mechanical
properties38–40, or self-healing13, but miss other vital functions. The
strategy used for the design and fabrication of this hybrid film is the
integration of nanoscale building blocks into a macroscopic struc-
ture, and is currently at the forefront of nanotechnology applications.
In our design, the self-healing and pressure sensitivity properties are
attributed to PDMAA and PVDF building blocks, respectively. Thus,
the device demonstrates similar behaviors to those of the individual
components. For example, its self-healing process occurs in air or
water at different temperatures and times (Supplementary Fig. S15),
which is similar to the behavior of pure PDMAA and PDMAA
hydrogels32; owing to the response time of piezoelectric PVDF layer,
the pressure-response curves of the 5S films show hysteresis (Fig. 3 a–
c). In the magnified views of single cycle (Supplementary Fig. S16),
the response time obtained from the double positive peak is found to
be about 0.4 s, which is close to other reported values27,28. The double
peak shown in the single cycle illustrates the process that objects fall

Figure 3 | Characterizations of the self-healing electronic sensor skin. (a–c) Pressure-response curves for the 5S film, where the applied pressure (P) was

(a) 0.02, (b) 3 and (c) 20 kPa; each experiment lasted 13.3 s, and the output voltage was identified here as the average height of the positive

sharp peaks. (d) Output voltage changes under increasing applied pressure (curve fitting report sheets are shown in Supplementary Fig. S13); the black

and red data indicate the original sample and the healed sample, respectively. Error bars are the s.d. calculated from repeated measurements. (e), (f) The

output voltage change of the 5S film at different applied pressures when it has been bent and stretched at different radii of curvature (r) and ultimate

strains, respectively; the insets illustrate the bending and stretching orientations in the experiments, pressures were applied at the upper surface of the

device illustrated in the insets.
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on the sensor: initially touching the surface of electrodes, and com-
pletely acting on the piezoelectric layer when the 3D porous electrode
is pressed to form a compact structure (Supplementary Fig. S16).
Such detailed observations indicate that our device may have the
potential to measure the subtle pressure in real life. In fact, tens of
pascals, lower than the typical pressure of a gentle finger touch
(,2 kPa)41, can be detected by the present device, which compares
very favourably with the sensitivity achieved in previous artificial
skins: , 0.2 kPa (ref. 1); , 6 kPa (ref. 2); , , 2 kPa (ref. 5);
,1 kPa (ref. 42). Moreover, the device can reliably sense pressure
values (Fig. 3a, 3e, 3f and Supplementary Fig. S17). Its electrical and
mechanical reliabilities are comparable to those of previous
works1,5,42.
However, we notice that the voltage generated by the 5S film

doesn’t show a high degree of stability at a frequency of about
1.5 Hz (Fig. 3c). It is probably due to the incomplete recovery of
3D structural PDMAA-PVA/rGO electrodes from the compressive
deformation during these intervals. As shown in Supplementary
Video 1, PDMAA recovers its shape after deformation very gradu-
ally. We further investigated the responses of the device under lower
cycling frequencies ranging from 0.2 to 1 Hz for the same applied
pressure. With the decrease in the testing frequency, less uneven
output signals are recorded (Supplementary Fig. S18). This demon-
strates that the device is suitable for use at a range of low frequencies,
which is common in real life43, for example, in walking, turning over
papers and blinking eyes.
The next grand challenge is to combine tactile resolution in our

experiment. An interesting path forward is to integrate floating-gate
transistor with 5S films. By integrating a flexible array of floating-gate
transistors with pressure-sensitive rubbers, Takao Someya and his
colleagues have fabricated a sensor matrix that detects the spatial
distribution of applied pressure44. Pressure sensors, source and drain
contacts, and capacitors are key components in their device. In order
to exploit the self-healing function in such integrated device, one
needs to find replacement for each component. The recent achieve-
ments in self-healing wires45 and self-healing semiconductors46 are
very encouraging. By employing there materials and our 5S films in
such design, a self-healing artificial skin that resolves touch profiles is
hopefully realized.
In conclusion, we have integrated graphene and polymers into a

thin film which mimicked both the mechanical self-healing and
pressure sensitivity behavior of natural skin without any external
power supply. Its ultimate strain and tensile strength are even two
and ten times larger than the corresponding values of human skin,
respectively. It also demonstrated high sensitivity to a very light
touch, even in bending or stretching states.

Methods
Synthesis of the 5S film. All reagents were of analytical grade and used as obtained
without further purification. GO was synthesized through the Hummers’ method47.
PVDF nanofiber mat (Supplementary Fig. S3) was prepared using an electrospinning
technique. In brief, PVDF powders (FR904) were dissolved in a dimethylformamide
(DMF)/acetone mixture (DMF/acetone 5 6/4 w/w) at the polymer/solvent weight
ratio of 1/9. JG50-1 Model HV power supply (Shanghai Shengfa Detection
Instrument, China) was used in this experiment. The applied voltage was 18 kV. The
spinning solution was placed in a hypodermic syringe and was delivered to the blunt
needle tip at a flow rate of 1 mL h21 via a micro-syringe pump (KDS101, USA) at a
fixed collecting distance (15 cm) between the tip of the syringe and the roller
collector. The humidity remained between 30%–40%. The PVA/rGO-PVDF-PVA/
rGO sandwiched porous film was prepared by vacuum filtering a PVA (approxi.
M.W. 80000)/GO (10 mg mL21) solution and another PVA/GO solution containing
PVDF nanofiber mat successively, and subsequent reducing the obtained hybrid film
in hydrazine vapor (85%) at 90uC for 12 h. The content of PVA molecules in PVA/
GO film was 20 wt% so that reduced PVA/GO demonstrated best mechanical
properties19. The as-prepared hybrid film was immersed into a DMAA solution
(containing 9.1 wt% 2,29-Diethoxyacetophenone as initiator) at a relatively low
temperature (4uC) to fill its pores with DMAA monomer. After in situ free-radical
polymerization of DMAA, a 5S filmwas obtained and cut into suitable size. PVA/rGO
and PVDF/PVA/rGO porous films and pure PDMAA gel were also prepared via
similar processes. An rGO filmwas prepared as a control sample based on Li’s work15.

Characterizations and measurements. The morphologies of the as-prepared films
were determined at 20 kV using a JSM-6700F FESEM. The electrical conductivity was
meausred using a two-probe method. Samples were connected to a Zahner
electrochemical workstation (Zennium CIMPS-1) for conductivity measurements.
Photographs were taken by a CCD video camera (Canon, PowerShot G10). FTIR
spectra were recorded on a Nicolet NEXUS-670 spectrometer. Raman spectra were
recorded on a Renishaw in plus laser Raman spectrometer with lexc 5 785 nm.
Mechanical measurements were performed using a Dejie DXLL-20000 material
testing instrument at room-temperature and a load speed of 2 mmmin21. The strain
is defined as the change in length, relative to the initial length of the sample. The
sample thickness does not impact on the mechanical properties since the unit studied
here is Pa48. More detailed discussions of control samples are shown in
Supplementary Fig. S19. A SHIMADZU AGS-500ND material testing instrument
was used in the indentation test, the films were probed by indenting the center of each
film with an accessory polytetrafluoroethylene cantilever with a tip radius of
0.72 mm. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy was carried out on a Rigaku
D/max 2550 V X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka irradiation (l 5 1.5406 Å). The
operating voltage and current were kept at 40 kV and 300 mA, respectively. SEM
images were acquired by a Zeiss Supra VP 40 scanning electron microscope. Optical
microscopy and pseudo-color images were obtained using a atomic force microscopy
video camera (Agilent Technologies, Chandler, AZ).

In self-healing tests, flakes of the 5S film or pure PDMAAwere cut into two pieces,
and brought back into contact. Without applied pressure, they were placed at dif-
ferent temperatures from 25 to 80uC in air or water for 10 min to 12 h. The recovery
of their electrical and mechanical properties was determined using the methods
mentioned above.

Pressure sensitivity of our samples were characterized using a Keithley 2400 Source
Meter under room-temperature. Cu wires were used to connect the conductive layers
of the 5S film and the Source Meter (see Fig. 1a). In experiments, Cu wires were
connected to the upper and lower surfaces (both are conductive layers) of the device.
The device was placed flatly on a glass substrate, bent and stretched, respectively.
Some tiny objectives such as feather, sponge and quartz glass were utilized to induce
pressure upon the device at different frequencies. AMettler Toledo AL204 laboratory
balance was placed under the glass substrate to collect mass data. The pressure was
calibrated by free-falling objects at certain heights (see Supplementary Information).
All of the testing was carried out in an ambient environment at room temperature.
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